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Abstract— Web Forums or Internet Forums provide a space for users to share, discuss and request information. Web Forums 

are sources of huge amount of structured information that is rapidly changing. So crawling Web Forums requires special 

softwares. A Generic Deep Web Crawler or a Focused Crawler cannot be used for this purpose. In this paper, we propose an 

effective Web Crawler especially for Internet Forums. This Forum Crawler overcomes the drawbacks of many of the existing 

Forum Crawlers. It has the ability to detect the Entry URL (Uniform Resource Locator) of a Forum site, given any page of it. 

Crawling process starting from Entry URL increases the coverage. Different URLs in the Web Forums are classified into four 

categories. The entire crawling process is divided into a learning part and an online crawling part. Learning part will create 

regular expressions based on URLs and crawling part actually crawls the Web pages. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

A Web Crawler also known as “web robot‟ is a software 

that simulates the human behavior of visiting Web pages 

[2]. The main purpose of using Web Crawlers is to validate 

Web pages, analyze them, notify about changes in the Web 

pages, and visualize Web pages. A Deep Web Crawler does 

not consider the relationship among the Web pages while 

crawling. Deep Web Crawlers generally use Breadth First 

Strategy (BFS) for crawling. Focused crawlers are another 

type of Web Crawlers which retrieve Web pages that are 

specific to a pre-defined topic. Focused Crawlers consume 

lesser amounts of system resources when compared to 

Generic Deep Web Crawler. Focused crawlers use a variety 

of techniques for domain-specific retrieval. Some of them 

use semantic-based techniques while others use some 

properties of the Web pages which include number of links 

between the pages and similarity of their contents. 

 

Web Forums are also called Internet Forums [1] and they 

provide a space for users to share knowledge. Web Forums 

are very important sources of information. It is a place 

where a user can post his queries and can get their answers. 

Also he can get large amount of other useful information 

related to his query. 

 

This paper is organized as follows. Section II contains a 

review of related crawlers like Generic Deep Crawlers, 

Focused Crawlers and other Forum Crawlers. Section III 

explains the system architecture. In Section IV, the Results 

of the experiments performed on the Supervised Crawler 

are discussed and the last section is the Conclusion & 

Future Work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Majority of the Web Crawlers existing today can be 

categorized into two; Generic Deep Web Crawlers and 

Focused Crawlers. A Generic Deep Web Crawler retrieves 

all the Web pages as it crawls by following the hyperlinks. 

The basic procedure followed by such a crawler is shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

An example of such a crawler is PyBOT [10]. PyBOT starts 

by taking the ‘seed URL’ and from that URL, it gets all 

other URLs. This is done by scanning the Web page pointed 

to by that URL. Using the collected URLs, it crawls again 

until a point where no new URLs are found. 

 

This type of crawlers generally uses Breadth First Crawling 

(BFC) strategy which has many drawbacks: 

 

• After a large number of Web pages are fetched, it 

will start losing its focus which will result in the 

introduction of a lot of noise into the final 

collection. 

• It may crawl many redundant and duplicate pages 

and many times misses useful pages. 

 

• Download of large amount of useless pages wastes 

network bandwidth and negatively affects 

repository quality. 

 

• It crawls the pages without understanding the 

correlation among them and so it cannot be used to 

crawl Web Forums. 
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Figure-1. Generic Deep Web Crawler 

 

The second category of Web Crawlers falls under Focused 

Crawlers. A Focused Crawler is designed to crawl Web 

pages relevant to a pre-defined topic [6]. There are several 

Focused Crawlers available each using different techniques. 

 

A Semantic Focused Crawler [5] is a Focused Crawler that 

makes use of Semantic Web technologies for performing 

the crawling. An Ontology-based Semantic Focused 

Crawler links Web documents with related Ontology 

concepts for the purpose of categorizing them. It makes use 

of Ontologies to analyze the semantic similarity between 

URLs of Web pages and topics. The limitation of this type 

of crawler is that most of these crawlers fetch the 

surrounding texts of URLs as the descriptive texts of the 

URLs and compute the similarity between the URLs and 

ontology concepts based on these texts. But, the 

surrounding texts cannot be used to correctly or sufficiently 

describe the URLs. A Metadata Abstraction based Semantic 

Focused Crawler is a Focused Crawler that extracts 

meaningful information or metadata from relevant Web 

pages and annotates the metadata with Ontology Mark-up 

Languages.  Many of these supervised classification models 

use predefined classifiers based on plain texts without 

enough semantic support. This will decrease the 

performance of document classification. 

Another Focused Crawler combines the features of 

Ontology-based Focused Crawlers and the Metadata 

Abstraction Focused Crawlers. Since this crawler is built by 

combining the characterictics of Ontology-based and 

Metadata-based crawlers, it has all the disadvantages of 

both types of crawlers. A Focused Crawler based on Link 

Structure and Content Similarity makes use of a 

combination of link-structure and similarity of contents 

between the Web pages for performing the crawling [12]. 

This crawler starts with an initial  ‘Seed’. If the initial Seed 

page does not relate to the domain, then the number of 

related pages will be very less in the beginning stages. This 

will affect the overall efficiency of the crawler. 

 

Generic Deep Web Crawlers and Focused Crawlers cannot 

be used for crawling Web Forums because a Web Forum 

has a specific structure which a normal Web Crawler cannot 

follow. So special softwares are required for crawling Web 

Forums. One of such Web Forum Crawlers is a Board 

Forum Crawler (BFC) [7]. It exploits the characteristic of 

Web Forum that they have an organized structure. It starts 

from the home page, extracts board page seeds, board page 

links and post page links and stores them in a link queue. 

Crawling is performed by retrieving the links in the queue. 

The drawback of this crawler is that it is designed for 

specific Forum Sites which have fixed structure. Another 

Forum Crawler based on Links and Text Properties uses the 

outgoing links and text information in the Forum pages [8]. 

Using this information, it designs traversal strategies and 

the best traversal path will be selected for crawling. It gives 

best performance only when the URLs are keyword based. 

The performance is negatively affected for Forum sites with 

verbose-based URL structures. 

 

iRobot [4] is another Forum Crawler which automatically 

rebuilds the sitemap of the target Web forum site and then 

selects an optimal traversal path which only traverses 

informative pages and skips invalid and duplicate ones[8]. 

This crawler does not have the capability to detect Entry 

URLs which will affect the coverage and the overall 

performance of the Crawler. FoCUS (Forum Crawler Under 

Supervision) is a Forum Crawler which integrates a learning 

module and an online crawling module [9]. The learning 

module classifies the pages and detects URLs present in 

those pages. It forms regular expressions based on the 
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detected URLs. The online crawling part uses these regular 

expressions to detect the URLs and to perform the crawling. 

 

 

III. SUPERVISED FORUM CRAWLER 

ARCHITECTURE 

FoCUS gives better precision, accuracy and coverage 

compared to other Forum Crawlers that were discussed 

above. Moreover, it has the capability to detect the Entry 

URL of a Forum site. But there are some limitations to 

FoCUS. First one is that it is using SVM (Support Vector 

Machine) [3] with a linear kernel setting for index/thread 

page classification. Linear kernel setting has several 

disadvantages: 

• A linear kernel setting provides less accuracy. 

• Linear kernel needs more convergence time.  

• Cannot be used for data that is not linearly 

separable.  

 

The second limitation is FoCUS uses a weak page classifier 

(SVMlight) along with majority voting method for 

index/thread URL detection. The issues related with this 

combined method are that the outcome of a weak classifier 

may be erroneous. If the URL group contains very less 

number of URLs (two or four) and if majority of them are 

misclassified, then that will affect the accuracy of the 

crawling process. 

 

One more drawback is that if the URL group contains a few 

URLs and if the number of URLs is even, then the majority 

voting method will fail if half of the URLs in the group are 

classified erroneously.  

 

In this paper, we propose a Supervised Forum Crawler 

which is an enhanced Forum crawler that overcomes the 

above disadvantages.  

 

The major enhancements are: 

 

• Instead of using SVM
light

 with a linear kernel 

setting for index/thread classification, we are using 

the Weka tool with J48 classifier which is giving 

better results in terms of accuracy and precision 

[11]. 

• The weak classifier combined with majority voting 

method is removed and a strong page classifier is 

used which decreases number of misclassifications. 

• A new feature HasReplyBtn is added to the list of 

features used for index/thread page classification  

 

 

 
Figure-2. Supervised Forum Crawler Architecture 

 

 

The architecture of the Supervised Forum Crawler is 

shown in Figure 2. This crawler consists of two major 

modules: one learning module and a crawling module. 
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Learning module forms regular expressions by analyzing 

the different URLs in different pages. The crawling 

module performs the online crawling by using these 

regular expressions. 

 

The learning part in turn contains several sub modules. This 

crawler detects the Entry URL of a Web Forum, given any 

page of it. This task is performed by the Entry URL 

Detection sub module. The detected Entry URL is stored in 

the Entry URL repository. Next sub module of the learning  

module is the Index/Thread URL Classification module. 

All the URLs from the index and thread pages are 

collected and these URLs are classified as either index or 

thread URLs. The URLs are classified according to which 

page it is pointing to. The page classification is done by 

SVM with a Gaussian kernel setting. Several page features 

are given as inputs to the classifier in the baseline system. 

In addition to these features, one more parameter that we 

are using in our system is a HasReplyBtn feature which 

indicates the presence of a Reply button in post pages. 

Almost 95% of the Forums contain a Reply button in the 

post page. The classified index/thread URLs are stored in a 

index/thread URL repository. 

 

From each of the index and thread pages, the Page-

Turning URL Discovery sub module will collect the page-

turning URLs. Next sub module of the learning module is 

the URL Regular Expression Formation module. This 

module analyses all the collected URLs and forms Regular 

Expressions from them. When the learning module 

finishes its task, actual crawling process will be performed.  

 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

 

The performance of the Supervised Forum Crawler is 

evaluated using different parameters like precision, recall 

and crawling time. We have compared the results with two 

traditional crawlers which use Breadth First and Depth 

First strategies for crawling. For calculating precision and 

recall for the Weka tool, seven different classifiers like 

J48, PART, OneR, Decision Table etc. are used. Crawling 

time is calculated first for 50 pages and then it is increased 

to 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 in each step. For each case, 

the crawling time taken by both the proposed system and 

the traditional crawlers are calculated. 

 

 

 

 

A. Precision and Recall 

 

We have used seven different classifiers available in Weka 

tool to evaluate the precision and recall given by the 

index/thread classification module. Inorder to obtain the 

precision and recall values, we have to provide the entry 

URL to the system and should collect the training set 

URLs. Here we have used the ASP.Net forum 

(http://forums.asp.net) as the testing forum. The graph 

plotted for Classifier v/s Precision & Recall is shown in 

Figure 3. J48, PART and OneR are the classifiers which 

are giving the highest precision values and Decision Table, 

KStar and IBK are giving lesser precision values. In this 

system, we have chosen J48 as the classifier since it is one 

of the classifiers which are giving the highest values. In the 

graph, we can observe that SMO (Sequential Minimal 

Optimization) is giving the least precision of 64.2%. SMO 

is the SVM (Support Vector Machine) implementation in 

Weka and FoCUS uses a weak version of SVM for doing 

the index/thread classification. If we consider the recall 

parameter, all the classifiers in Weka are giving 100% 

recall values whereas SMO is giving a recall value of just 

45% which is very less. 

 

 
Figure-3. Precision and Recall v/s Weka Classifiers 

 

B. Crawling Time 

 

We have calculated the crawling time required by the 

proposed system for different no. of pages which is shown 

in Table 1. Crawling time is calculated as the sum of time 

taken to train the crawler and the time taken to do the 

actual crawling. The test forum is the ASP.Net forum. The 

crawling time for the proposed system is initially more 

than that of the traditional crawlers. But, as the no. of  

 

 

 

 

pages is increased it is taking lesser time than BFS and 

DFS. So the proposed system will take lesser time 

compared to the traditional crawlers for crawling a forum 

completely. 
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Table-1. Time for Different No. of Pages for the Proposed 

System. 

 

No. of Pages Training Time Crawling Time 

50 1 min 44 sec 1 min 25 sec 

100 1 min 44 sec 2 min 4 sec 

200 1 min 44 sec 2 min 23 sec 

300 1 min 44 sec 3 min 29 sec 

400 1 min 44 sec 4 min 14 sec 

500      1 min 44 sec 6 min 5sec 

 

V. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

 

Web crawlers are softwares used mostly by search engines 

to update their database. Web crawlers can be generic or 

focused. Generic crawlers retrieve all the web pages of a 

website. Focused crawlers crawl websites to retrieve Web 

pages which are related to a particular topic. Web forum 

site is a discussion site where people can discuss about a 

common subject. Among the forum crawlers, FoCUS is a 

crawler which is giving best performance. A detailed study 

of FoCUS disclosed some drawbacks in it. So a new 

Supervised Forum Crawler is developed which overcomes 

these drawbacks. The results show that the newly 

developed forum crawler gives better performance in terms 

of precision and crawling time. In future, we would like to 

extend this crawler to other sites like Question & Answer 

(Q & A) sites, blog sites and other social media sites also. 
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